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1.3 Summary 

 

Between 2000 and 2011 a series of evaluations, which included a geophysical survey 

followed by a number of excavations took place in “Homefield” Upper Row Farm, 

Hemington in Somerset. 

The original trench measured about 3 x 2 metres, was excavated by the landowner Gordon 

Hendy, and revealed the south west corner of a masonry building. 

In 2002 this trench was extended to about 20 by 16 metres by the students from Bristol 

University whilst being filmed for the BBC programme ‘Time Flyers’. In 2004 further work 

cleared the fallen stones from inside the building and extended the trench to the north by 

about another 4 m. 

The trench was left exposed, apart from occasional maintenance, until the summer of 2006, 

when Katy Smith of University College London and members of BACAS, undertook several 

weeks of excavation, targeting specific areas, her report constitutes partial fulfilment of the 

requirements of her degree in archaeology. 

The original trench was further extended in 2010 and 2010 to reveal a complex arrangement 

of building, which produced evidence for the continual use of the site, from the 

Neolithic/Bronze Age through to the medieval period. 
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1.5 List of Abbreviations 
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2 Introduction. 

 

This report presents the findings of the historical research, geophysical survey and the 

excavations of the site. “Homefield” Reference Hmfd 7810, the work was undertaken over 

several years, from 2000 - 2011. 

 

 

2.1 Location of the area. 

 

The small, dispersed hamlet of Laverton is situated in north-east Somerset; it is 10 miles 

south of Bath and 5 miles north of Frome. Upper Row Farm lies on the north-western 

Margins of the hamlet towards the village of Norton St. Philip, within the Parish of 

Hemington. 

The site is located at Upper Row Farm, BA2 7RB, centred on ordnance survey national grid 

reference number ST764537, ground survey height of 101 metres above mean sea level. 

 

 

2.2 Description of the site 

 

The field where the site is located is approximately 275 metres in depth by 150 metres wide. 

The site slopes towards the southeast, but has a pronounced flatten area or platforms on the 

bottom half of the field (Homefield). There is a small stream that dissects homefield and then 

joins the Wheel Brook, which in turn meets other small streams that form tributaries to the 

River Frome to the east further down the valley. The landscape is of gentle, rolling hills 

interspersed with small narrow valleys 

 

2.3 Geology and soils 

 

The site lies above a fuller’s earth bed of Inferior Oolite, a Jurassic Limestone, there are local 

outcrops of Forest Marble. The area was not glaciated during the periods of Devensian and 

Anglian-Wolstonian glaciation, and is the location of the post-Jurassic ‘Hardington fault’ 

(British Geological Survey). 
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Fig.1 & Fig.2   Location Maps of the site 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.3 Location Map of the Study Area 
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Plate 2, Aerial photograph of Upper Row Farm and Homefield 

 

 

 

 

 
2.6 Research Aims and Objectives 

 

The Project Design was to locate any archaeological structure or remains: 

 

To determine the extent, condition, nature, character, quality and date of any archaeological 

remains present. To establish the ecofactual and environmental potential of archaeological 

deposits and features, as well as establishing a stratigraphic sequence. 

 

To obtain a coherent plan of the site in terms of complete structures, particularly buildings 

and to attempt a reconstruction of the history and use of the site. 

 

To recover a well dated stratigraphic sequence and recover coherent artefacts, and 

environmental samples to assist in defining the character and to the dating of activity on the 

site. 

 

To address relevant research issues relating to medieval buildings on the site, and to place 

them into context locally and nationally, to make available and to publish the result of the 

investigations 
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2.7 Summary of Previous Investigation at or in the Vicinity of Upper Row Farm 

 

The farm and adjacent lands of Upper Row Farm has a rich history and there is now evidence 

of a long and varied continuity of occupation, from the Bronze Age to the present day. 

Homefield was the subject of limited excavations between 2000 and 2006 when a long house 

was discovered, but geophysics has indicated that the excavated area is just a small part of a 

small complex of buildings. 

The archaeological potential and significance of this site needs to be addressed to ensure that 

the site is properly protected. 

 

Table 1  Somerset : Entries from Historic Environment Record (HER formerly SMR) 

 
SMR 

No. 

Site name and NGR Description 

15303 Blacklands, Upper Row Farm. Excavations 2000-2010 

15304 Homefield, Upper Row Farm Excavations 2001-2009 

7810 Homefield, Upper Row Farm Excavations 2010 

7811 Homefield, Upper Row Farm Excavations 2011 

15305 Blacklands, Upper Row Farm. Field-walking 1999 

15306 Upper Row Farm Survey 1999 

23654 Blacklands, Upper Row Farm. Prehistoric & Roman settlement 

23679 Homefield, Upper Row Farm Medieval buildings 

23680 Homefield, Upper Row Farm Medieval finds and possible DMV 

28578 Homefield, Upper Row Farm Geophysical Survey 2003-2004 

28579 Hayside, Upper Row Farm Excavations 2000-2010 

30176 Upper Row Farm Geophysical Survey 2005 
 

3 The Geophysical Survey 

 

As a preliminary to the evaluation work at Homefield, Upper Row farm a geophysical survey 

was undertaken in 2001. In order to attempt to understand the origin of the site, a programme 

of Geophysics, Surveying and Excavation was undertaken in the spring of 2011, this survey 

was requested to target areas east of the earlier interventions, and also to provide information 

what was under the spoil heaps of these earlier excavations 

In 2001 the Homefield was subjected to a full geophysical survey and the results can be seen 

in figure 3, in 2011 a new grid was set out just to encompass the area of archaeological 

interest to the east of the previous excavations. This consisted of three pairs of 20m grid 

squares plus a pair of partial grids north of the stream, and a block of four grid squares to the 

south of the stream. Readings were taken every metre along zigzagged traverses spaced at 

0.50m intervals. 

In figure 3.1 the green oval marks the site of the previous excavations, in which medieval 

buildings were located, and the red rectangular shows where the Romano-British and 

medieval buildings were found. The geophysical results on the south side of the stream show 

a possible Romano-British or medieval rectilinear building overlain with stone drains, these 

go under the eastern field boundary, which was known to be there in 1840 (Oswin: 2011), 

this area was not sampled. 

The results of the geophysical survey have confirmed an extensive and complex series of 

anomalies that confirm the existence of walls and floors of buildings, with linear and circular 

stone features. 
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Fig.4 Geophysical map, showing Boundaries of HomeField in red, and course of brook in blue. 
 

 

 

 

Fig.5  Geophysical results 2011 
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4 Excavation Methods and Techniques 

 
Trenches were excavated using a wheeled earth remover equipped with a toothless ditching 

bucket (1.40m), they were machine dug down to the uppermost surviving levels of 

archaeological significance, or until natural deposits was reached. When significant 

archaeological remains were identified machine excavation ceased and the features were 

cleaned using hand trowels. 

 

All discrete features were excavated to a degree sufficient to establish the extent, character 

and where possible to date the feature. 

An appropriately qualified archaeologist monitored all intrusive groundwork’s. 

 

A unique site code (15304 for 2001 - 2009, 7810 for 2010, and 7811 for 2011) was agreed 

prior to the commencement of the excavation. 

 

All features and deposits were recorded using Bath & Camerton Archaeology Society pro 

forma recording systems, with all features and deposits being assigned a unique number. 

 

Trenches will be planned at a scale of 1:20. Spot heights relating to Ordnance Datum Newlyn 

will be taken for the top and bottom of all features and trenches. Sections will be drawn at a 

scale of 1:10. The Ordnance Datum (OD) height of all principal features and levels was 

calculated, and all plans and sections were annotated with OD heights. 

 

A full photographic record of the investigations and individual featured was maintained 

throughout the excavations using a digital camera. 

 

The trench and spoil from the excavations and deposits were scanned by a metal detector and 

signals marked in order to facilitate further investigation of items of interest. 

 

Finds were treated in accordance with the principles and practices set out by the Institute of 

Field Archaeologists’ Standards and guidance for Archaeological Excavation (revised 2001). 

All artefacts will be deposited with the landowners as requested. 

 

At the completion of the work, all trenches will be reinstated using the excavated soil. 

The trench location can be found on Figure 5 & 6. 
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Fig.6  Map showing position of the excavated trenches. 
 

 

 

. 
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5  The Recorded Archaeology from the trenches. 

 

Plate 3 Overhead Composite Photograph of all the Trenches 

 

 

 

Summary results 

 

The excavation over the eleven years has been successful in identifying and dating the 

structures that once stood on this site. 

The many of the research questions have been answered, we now have evidence that there 

were building on this site from the Roman (1
st
/2

nd 
century) through to the early to middle 

medieval period, there was no evidence to suggest a post medieval building ever stood on this 

site. 
Using the Geophysical results we were able to position the trenches over anomalies indicated 

by the Geophysics, these survey results suggested walls and floors of buildings which 

extended across the complete area, but particularly to the east and south  of  the original 

trench. So in 2010/2011 we opened a larger area to examine all the features indicated by the 

geophysics and to establish the dating sequence. 

The results from the final two season produced evidence, in the form of pottery, CBM, coins 

and metal objects suggesting that there must be Romano-British structures on this site. 

It soon became oblivious that there were several structures to be investigate, the Romano- 

British building located in 2010 extended further east, and was partly constructed over an 

earlier building. 

What these building represents or its use is still open to discussion and conjecture; several 

theories have been suggested but for different reasons rejected. What started out as Romano- 

British buildings was perhaps rebuilt in the medieval period, possible for a house, barn or 

chapel. The results are discussed and described under specific phase heading 1 to 6, the 

outline to the phases have been marked in red. 
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Plate 4 Overhead Photograph of  Phase 1 (5.1) 

 

 

The topsoil (101) a dark brown silty loam measuring on average 0.14m in depth and the 

subsoil (102) an alluvial deposit of clay, gravel or silt, up to 0.06m deep, which was 

properly caused by the sediment deposited by the stream. After the removal of (101) and 

(102) a large amount of stone was encountered, all this layer of stone (103) had to been 

cleaned off, planned and photographed before being lifted, see plate 5. Phase 1 structure was 

the earliest phase identified, it was a rectangular building [104], aligned east-west with an 

external measurement of 11.75m long and 8.25m in width. This building originally had 

roughly dressed block of stone (105) either side of a rubble core (106), several areas of the 

wall had patches of a lime mortar still intact, also recovered were fragments of painted wall 

plaster, but none was attached to the walls. The wall foundations was not well preserved and 

most of the better stone had been robbed out below the ground surface, but in some sections 

of the wall two courses of stone had survived, these walls were constructed directly onto the 

natural clay. The foundation wall measured on averaged 1.15m in width, with a narrower 

wall 0.85m built directly above the foundation layers. The builders of this structure 

deliberately used large footing perhaps reflecting that the stone wall was to be built directly 

onto the natural clay (107). 

No floor levels from this structure survive, possible due to the later construction of the 

building identified as phase 3. 

This structure in phase 1 was tentatively dated to the Romano-British period, by the recovery 

of pottery, box flue, floor and roof tiles, tesserae, painted wall plaster and other small finds. 

What classification of building was presented in phase 1 is currently unknown, but from find 

recovered, point to a domestic use for this building. There was no evidence found to suggest a 

hypocaust heating system perhaps with mosaic floors ever existed within phase 1 or 2, this 

indicating that the recovery of box flue tiles and tesserae are possibly associated with a 

further structure (bath house) located somewhere to the east of the site or in the very near 

vicinity. 
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Plate 5 showing the spread of stone, suggesting a demolition horizon. 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Plate 6  showing the location of walls from phase 1 and phase 3 structures. 
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Plate 7 The remains of the west wall from building 1 

 

 

 
Plate 8  showing the location of walls from phase 1 and phase 3 structures. 
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Plate 9 Overhead Photograph of  Phase 2 (5.2) 
 

 

 

The topsoil (201) a dark brown silty loam measuring on average 0.11m in depth and the 
subsoil (202) an alluvial layer of clay, gravel or silt, up to 0.10m deep, which could have 

deposited by the stream. After the removal of (201) and (202) phase 2 structure was 

revealed, this was a rectangular shaped building, aligned roughly in a south- south west to 

north – north east direction and measured 14m x 8.30m. This building was constructed in a 

similarly fashion to the building identified in phase 1, the majority of the stone from these 

walls had been systematically robbed away, this was very apparent in the north and north 

west areas of the building,  but the south wall and its foundation remained insitu. 

This wall [203] was 0.55m wide and consisted of medium to large limestone blocks (204) 

with an unbonded rubble core, the foundation of this wall was 0.78m wide, and had been 

built in a cut in the natural clay (205). 

The interior area of this building was covered with small to large pieces of limestone 

encompassed  in a compacted spread of  lime mortar , plaster and yellowish brown clayey silt 

(206) which possible represent the remains of the structure which had been left after its 

demolition, Below this deposit was the remains of a tamped burnt clay floor [207] with 

small inclusions of fragmented limestone (208), it was also noted that several of the stones 

from the walls also showed the significant effects of being in touch with a heat source. A 

small sondage through this floor [207] was excavated down to the natural clay; only one 

sherd of black burnished pottery was recovered. Two post holes were found [209] was 

located in the middle of the western wall and the second [211] was found four metres to the 

east, which possible suggests that this structure was a half-timbered in construction with a 

wattle and daub upper walls. Apart from (201)  where post medieval pottery was recovered, 

all the other finds recovered came from the Romano-British period which included Roman 

pottery, CBM, tesserae, copper alloy pin and one coin (2
nd 

century). 
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Plate 10 South wall of phase 2 building 
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Plate 11  Corner of the junction of the south and west wall 

 

 

 

 

Plate 12 Indicating position of east walls of phase 1 & 3 also west wall of phase 2 

buildings also shown is the location of a posthole, possible connected to the phase 2 

Structure. 
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Figure 7  Section drawing of postholes  [209] and [211] 
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Plate 13 Overhead Photograph of  Phase 3 (5.3) 

 

 

 

The topsoil (301) a dark brown silty loam measuring on average 0.14m in depth and the 

subsoil (302) an alluvial deposit of clay, gravel or silt, up to 0.08m deep, similar to deposits 

found above phase 1 & 2 structure. 

After the removal of the topsoil and subsoil a substantial rubble deposit (303) made up of 

either roughly or partly dressed blocks of locally quarries forest marble, also present in this 

deposit were greensand, chert nodules and a type of iron-rich sedimentary rock, finds from 

this context reflect the disturbed character of this deposit as the fragments of pottery 

recovered represented a diverse range of dates from the 3
rd 

through to the mid-13
th 

century. 

The  deposit (304)  directly under (303) was a lenses of  yellowish brown silty clay 

containing oyster shells and sherds of Romano-British pottery all dating from the 1
st 

to 2nd 

century, this deposit was on average 0.05m in depth, but only covered the middle to northern 

half  of this building. 
The southern side was filled by a dark grey/black silty laminated, horizontally bedded lenses 

of sand and clay (305), which appeared to be water lain in character and probably originate 

through phases of natural silting, possible from the higher slopes of the field to the north, 

which caused subsequent bioturbation, no finds were recovered from this context, the natural 

clays (306 was found below (305). 

Phase 3 structure [307] was stone built, with walls, measuring 0.60m wide and constructed 

from medium to large roughly dressed local stones (308) with no rubble fill. This rectangular 

building measured 8.85m x 6.40m and was sighted on an east west alignment. The wall on 

the western end of the building had been severely robbed away, but the walls on the north, 

south and east remain insitu, it was very noticeably that the walls on the north and south side 

portray different method of constructed to the eastern wall, with large foundation stones set in 

a cut in the natural clay (see plates 16 & 17). The eastern wall had been constructed directly 

onto the natural clay (306) with no or little evidence of foundations (see plate 18). Two 

separate features were noted on the inside of this building, the first [309] an ovoid shape 

arrangement of burnt flat stones (310) forming the base of an oven or fire (see plate 20 & 21), 

the second feature [311] consisted of an arrangement of stone (312)  in a half ovoid shape 

with central pit (313) (see plate 19), perhaps to hold water or for feeding animals. 

This structure appears to be date from the Romano-British period, possible from the 1
st 

to 2
nd 

century and it function appears to have been a small farmhouse probably associated with the 

structure from phase 1 & 2. 
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Plate 14 View of Phase 3 Structure looking east 

 

 

 

Plate 15  Phase 3 building facing south 
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Plate 16 Section of the north – west wall  phase 3 

 

 

 

Plate 17 Section of  the east  wall  phase 3 
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Plate 18 Section of the south and east wall  phase 3 

 

 

 

Plate 19  Half ovoid stone shaped feature, with central pit. 
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Plate 20 Showing Ovoid Flat and Burnt Feature, perhaps the base of a fire or oven? 

 

 

 
 

Plate 21 Showing Ovoid Flat and Burnt Feature under excavation. 
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Plate 22 Overhead Photograph of Phase 4 (5.4) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

The topsoil (401) a dark brown silty loam measuring on average 0.18m in depth and the 

subsoil (402) an alluvial deposit of clay, gravel or silt, up to 0.10m deep, both these deposits 

were similar to what was found above phase 1 & 2 structure. 

After the removal of the topsoil and subsoil a substantial rubble deposit (403) made up of 

blocks of stone varying from small to medium in size, a number of these stones showed signs 

of being near to a heat source perhaps a hearth or oven), it was very noticeable that these 

stone were encompassed in a matrix of a mid-brown silty clay (404), but only above the floor 

level in the eastern side of this structure, this floor (405) was a mixture of gravel/grit set in 

yellowish brown clay, in the south east corner of the floor a considerable area of burnt clay 

was located, which possible originated from metal working or perhaps from a clay oven. 

The stones (403) on the west are perhaps associated with the second structure identified as 

phase 6, but in this instance were set in a mid - grey gravely silty clay. 

Phase 4 is the earliest long house located on the site, it was properly a single-storey, sub- 

rectangular structure 17 m long and 5.4 m wide, with low dry stone walls and perhaps a 

wooden pitched roof covered with thatch or turf. 

The wall [406] construction utilised medium to large undressed un-bonded limestone blocks 

(407) of forest marble laid in a series of rough courses, of which only three remain insitu, this 

wall had been constructed with relatively small foundations  and built directly onto the 

natural clay (408), the wall measured on average were 0.52m wide, but it only survives on the 

northern and the western side, the south and west walls having been robbed away. 

Dating this longhouse has been problematic, but pottery sherds recovered from the earliest 

floor level floor (405) suggests a date from the 9
th 

to 10
th 

century, by 11
th 

century the second 

longhouse(phase 6)  had been constructed. 
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Plate 23 Showing the different phaseS associated with phase 4 

 

 

 

 

Plate 24 Burnt or heat effected stone from phase 4 
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Plate 25 Overhead Photograph of Phase 5 (5.5) 
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The 5
th 

phase of construction relates to the round feature, walls of the enclosure and the 

metaled track found to the west but adjoining this enclosure. The deposits above these three 

features but particularly covering the metaled track way all pointing or suggesting that their 

deposition appears to postdate the earlier masonry features found in phases 1,3 and 4 but not 

phase 6. 

The topsoil (501) a mid- brown sandy silt loam measuring on average 0.15m in depth, this 

deposit was noticeable, in that it was a completely different colour and constituency from 

the top soils found in other parts of the site. 

Directly below the overburden was the subsoil (502) a dense but stiff greyish brown 

colluvium layer of clay, gravel and silt, up to 0.05m deep. Colluvium is very commonly 

associated with lands movement or deposited by gravity processes from further up the hill. 

After the removal of (501) and (502) three features or structures were revealed [503], [505] 

and [508]. 

The enclosure [503] is located to the north of the site on a south facing slope; it is a well- 

defined and irregular hexagon in shape, with a gap on the eastern side. The inside 

measurements for this enclosure is roughly 46 metres in length by 28 metres in width. There 

appears to be two walls running 2 metres apart but parallel  to each other on the north and 

west side, but the eastern section of the enclosure, has only one wall and only partially returns 

leaving a gap in the enclosure. Perhaps in the missing section there were portable hurdles to 

secure the stock, this might have provided a better and more flexible solution than a 

permanent boundary to this enclosure. 

The area in between the walls was used as a track way [505] with a metaled surface (506). It 

would appear that these linear walls were deliberately built perhaps to form a funnel for 

driving or corralling sheep into the holding pens or sheepcotes. These walls (504) were 

constructed from medium to large roughly dressed blocks of locally quarried stone, with a 
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rubble core all walls must be considered to be a type of dry walling as no mortar was 

identified. The walls were constructed directly onto the natural clay (511), measurements 

taken at the base of these walls gives an average width of 0.82 metres, up to three courses 

remain insitu, these wall original stood in the region of 1.50 metres high. The wall on the 

west side of the track way had an area of stones that was deliberately built or placed across 

the old bed of the stream, and acted as a revetment to stop water using the old course of the 

stream to undermine the enclosure walls. (See plate 29). 

 

Plate 26 Aerial Photograph showing Figure 8 Geophysical results showing the 

Parch marks of the enclosure [503] the outline of the enclosure [503] 

 

 

 

 

 
The track way in-between these two walls (506) measured 2.12 metres in width and were 

metaled using small to medium waterborne cobbles and local rounded stones. These cobbles 

were neatly laid and encompassed in a matrix of yellowish brown clay (507) with inclusions 

of gravel and grit, the overall depth of the cobbles (506) and matrix (507) was 0.18m and was 

laid directly onto the undisturbed natural underlying clay (511). A small sondage measuring 

1m x 0.50m was opened through the cobbles and matrix to the natural clay to see if any 

dating artefacts could be found, two small and abraded shard of pottery was recovered, both 

from the same vessel and dating to the 12th to 13th century. 
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Plate 27 Photograph facing east showing the western wall of the track way, phase 5 

 

 

 

Plate 28 Photograph facing west showing the eastern wall of the track way, phase 5 
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Plate 29 Photograph of the revetment in the west wall of the track way, phase 5 

 

 

 

 

 

A circular structure [508] which was partly located and excavated in 2010, this structure 

showed on the original geophysical survey as a high resistance anomaly roughly circular in 

shape. 

After [508] was fully uncovered to reveal a round stone base of a medieval structure or 

building, the use of this construction is not known, but it could represent the base of a 

chicken house or pigeon loft, other uses include the base of a hayrick or to store crops, this 

structure might have been constructed to keep crops dry and out of the water, which 

percolates down the adjacent northern slopes of the field and also from the small stream. 

This feature was constructed from local forest marble stone (509), up to three courses of 

medium to large roughly dressed un-bonded blocks were still insitu. This base measured 2.67 

metres in diameter and up to 0.31 metres in depth, the footing or lower course of stones were 

laid directly onto the natural underlying clay (511). The northern area of stones in the base 

appears to be missing or perhaps damaged or  moved by ploughing in the past. 

In between the stones there was a dark brown silty sand deposit (510) with numerous small 

fragments of charcoal or burnt plant material, due to the presence of this material a sample 

was taken of this deposit. The sample identified that this deposit was made up of carbonised 

cereal grains, chaff, wood charcoal and the occasional small fragments of animal bones. 

On the western side of this base a shallow stone built V shaped gully [512] exited and curved 

around to the south, presumable to channel water away from the base of this structure. The 

stones (513) used in this gully were of mixed sizes and several showed sign of being exposed 

to heat (fire). Two discrete deposits were noted in this gully, the top fill (515) consisted of a 

mixture of gravel and grit set in a matrix of greyish brown silty clay, similar to the colluvium 

deposit (502) discovered over the metaled track. The primary fill of this drainage gully was a 

mottled dark greyish black silty clay deposit, probably derived by the action of water running 

away from the base of the structure. 
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Plate 30 Photograph of the stone circular structure and drainage gully. Phase 5 

 

 

 

Plate 31 Photograph of the part exposed circular structure and eastern wall 

of track way Phase 5 
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Plate 32 Photograph of the stone structure fully exposed, looking west, phase 5 

 

 

 

Plate 33 Photograph of the stone structure fully exposed, looking east, phase 5 
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Plate 34 Overhead Photograph showing location of Phase 6 (5.6) 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Plate 35 Overhead Photograph of  Long house, Phase 6 (5.6) 
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From 2002 the trench area allocated to phase 6 had been partly excavated. The trench was left 

exposed, apart from occasional maintenance, until the summer of 2006, when Katy Smith of 

University College London and members of BACAS, undertook several weeks of excavation. 

In 2010 and 2011 the area was again subject to fuller excavation by extending the trench to 

the north, south and west, subsequently more evident was exposed to clarify and to expound 

the earlier findings in Katy Smith report. 

The remaining topsoil (601) a dark brown silty loam which measured up to 0.18 metres was 

removed from the areas not excavated in previous years, it was very clear that this context 

and the subsoil (602) below a greyish brown deposit 0.07 metres deep and consisted of a silty 

clay with numerous amounts of gravel and small stones, both these contexts portray signs of 

modern agricultural practices, particular baling twine and cow identification tags were 

recovered from these deposits. When the top two soils had been removed it revealed an 

extensive spread of stone and rubble (603) up to 0.22 metres in depth. It soon became clear 

that the building identified in the summer of 2006 as a longhouse was particularly difficult to 

describe and therefore the interpretation of this longhouse, its structural elements and usage 

will be subdivided and explain under the following headings: 

 

Description and construction of medieval longhouses 

 

Hurst (1961) and Brunskill (2002), suggest that medieval longhouses may vary considerably 

in size, measuring in the range 9-21 m long, and 4-6 m wide, and roughly rectangular in 

shape. Theses longhouses were constructed with low walls of stone with a rafter roof linked 

by a collar built directly onto the top of these walls. The thatch was usually made using straw 

but other material could have been used including turf, reeds or bracken. 

Most of the long houses had soil floors with hearths built directly onto the floor , medieval 

houses did not have chimneys they were not invented until the 11th or 12th century and were 

generally too expensive for the farm labourers to construct. The smoke in a house without a 

chimney was vented either through the thatch roof or a vent holes in the walls, smoke canopy 

could guide smoke toward the vent hole. Windows tended to be small to avoid excessive 

drafts and as a general rule unglazed. Most longhouses have two entrance or doors with a 

cross passage which dividing the domestic or living quarters from the byre where the cattle 

were housed usual by a wooden partition which fixed into the floor. The majority of 

longhouses had internal drains around the building, at the byre end there was a gully to carry 

waste out to meet the external drains 

 

Interpretation of the longhouse, phase 6 (A) 

 

This north-south oriented building is a standard longhouse, rectangular in shape, with two 

entrances and a cross passage, the doorways in this building do not align, suggesting partial 

alterations throughout its period of use, which normally would have been 40 to 50 years, after 

this amount of time the dry stone walling deteriorated to make the build unsafe for domestic 

occupation.  The measurements for the longhouse were 8.65 metres in length by 4.00 metres 

in width. The walls may have been up to 2 metres in heights with a wooden rafter roof, with a 

thatched of straw or turf, but no evidence was found to substantiate this hypnosis. This 

longhouse clearly had domestic occupation at the northern end with an animal byre at the 

southern end of the building. The northern end of the longhouse was built directly on top of 

the east - west aligned longhouse identified as phase 4 and cuts into the western wall and the 

cobbled surface of the track way phase 5. Dating this building is problematic, but the pottery 

recovered suggests a date between the 12
th 

to 13
th 

centuries. 
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Figure 9, Plan of Longhouse, Phase 6 

 

 

 
Plate 36 Photograph of the longhouse looking north, phase 6 
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Plate 37 Photograph of the longhouse looking south, phase 6 

 

 

 

 
Plate 38 Photograph of longhouse looking east, phase 6 
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Southern half of longhouse its construction,  Phase 6 (B) 

 

The south, west and east walls [606] in the southern half of the building were completely 

different from the walls in the northern half of the longhouse. These walls (607) were built 

directly onto the ground with no foundation. Walls were on average 0.56 metres wide and up 

to four courses 0.68 metres high remain insitu, all walls were constructed from medium to 

large pieces of local stone, some faced with a rubble filling and the courses bound with earth. 

A Pad stone (625) was found in the centre of the inside south wall of the building, post pads 

or pad stone are general placed into ground on which the upright timbers of a wooden 

structure stood. 

The southern end of the longhouse was subject to inspection in 2006, when a 1 metre square 

test pit was opened to ascertain if a floor level had survived the report states that no trace of 

any floor level was found. In 2010/11 the test pit was re-excavated and enlarged to clarify the 

makeup and why the colour of the soil deposits in this end of the building was completely 

different from the northern half of the longhouse, and hopefully to recover artefacts, or to 

date any archaeological features which might date this part of the longhouse. 

It soon became apparent that there was a considerable build-up of material; the surface 

deposit was a firm dark greyish brown silty clay colluvial deposit (616) 0.04 metres in depth, 

directly below this deposit was the distinct outline of a floor, made from a very compact 

mixture of slag, furnace lining, iron ore, ash, charcoal all in a compact dark grey to black 

deposit (617) of burnt clay up to 0.09 metres deep. Under the floor was a very compacted 

deposit (624) , 0.52 metres deep, dark brown almost black colour which was a mixture of 

clays with the unmistakeable debris of iron working, including furnace lining, iron ore slag, a 

dense heavy slag and fayalitic runs. Soil samples were taken from two contexts (617) <10> 

and  (624) <11>  analysis of these sample can be found in the Iron work report 6.11. page ? 

At the bottom of the (624) there was an area of laid flat stones (626) perhaps original 

intended as a floor, where a furnace might have been located. The site was unusual in that the 

evidence for smelting was more abundant than of smithing. There appeared to be two distinct 

types of slag present at homefield, a dense heavy slag and fayalitic runs. The types of furnace 

used in these processes were not determinable, but all the evidence suggests smelting and 

primary smithing; the consolidation and shaping of bloomer iron. 

 

Northern half of longhouse its construction, Phase 6 (C) 

 

The stone walls in the northern area of the building were built using different construction 

methods and may represents the rebuilding or repair of these walls during the life of this 

longhouse, but could reflect that this area was being used for domestic purposes and therefore 

a higher standard of construction  and preservation was required. 

The north dry stone wall [610] which runs in an east to west alignment was 0.47 metres wide 

and 0.58 metres in height. This wall was constructed with a mixture of small to medium 

roughly hewn locally quarries stone, some being faced, a significant number of these stones 

portray signs of having been used in an earlier building. The foundation trench was up to 0.51 

metres in depth in which large stones were used to form a base for the wall. This wall clearly 

had been rebuilt at least once in the life of this building. 

The walls [608] on the east and west were 0.72 metres wide and 0.55 metres in height. These 

two walls were completely different in constructed from the north wall, and built using 

medium to large stones with a rubble filling and the courses bound with earth. The foundation 

trench was only 0.36 metres in depth and like the north wall used large stone to form a level 

base. The northern half of the building was covered by a friable deposit (604) consisting of 

greyish black silty clay with copious amounts of ash and charcoal up to 0.05 metres in depth. 
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Below this deposit was a laid level flagstone floor [612] up to 0.12 metres in depth, in a 

matrix of ash and clay (613), burning on these stones were noted up against the western wall 

and might suggest the position of a hearth. Directly below the flagstones was a second laid 

floor [614], this floor (615) a very compacted area of deliberately laid light greyish- brown 

silty clay (615) up to 0.08 metres in depth. 

 

Plate 39 Photograph of the flagstone floor in the northern half of the longhouse, phase 6 

and the cobbled track way (506) in phase 5 

 

 

 

Located in the middle of the northern half of the floor was an elongated hearth [618] 

(See Plate 39 and Figure 10 plan - section drawing of hearth). This hearth area was cut into 

(630) the natural underlying clay, which sustained and showed a number of discrete burnt 

areas, must suggest there were a number of different hearths in this area of the floor. 

 

Figure 10 Plan and Section of Hearth [618], Phase 6 
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Plate 40 Photograph of hearth [618] in the northern area of the longhouse, phase 6 

 

 

 

Drainage gullies Phase 6 (D) 

 

 

The external drainage gullies were once situated on the four sides of the longhouse, but these 

gullies appear to be of a different type of construction, there is the real possibility that they 

date to different time and perhaps to an earlier longhouse. A pale grey- brown stain was noted 

running horizontally across the floor in the center of the longhouse, this might signify an 

internal drain which had been backfilled when the byre when out of use, these drains are 

generally located at the lower end of the house to assist drainage of dung and urine, the 

livestock accommodation was often provided with a central drain and an outlet for manure. 

Stone line drains were found to the west, east and the south, to the north a clay lined culvert 

or shallow ditch was noted which emptied into the north south culvert on the west side of the 

building. All these culverts, drain towards the south of the building, and then flow in an 

easterly direction and probably empty into the stream. The stone drain on the east side (627) 

was constructed using small to medium face stones which stood on edge to form the side 

walls for the water to flow between with a liner stone, or stones, placed between them to 

provide a smooth surface for the water to flow over. The drains on the west (628) and south 

(629) side appear to have been constructed around the same time, and are very similar in 

construction. The material used was a mixture of small to medium flat limestone blocks, laid 

horizontal and up to eight courses, with a maximum depth of 0.53 meters. The both drains 

were capped with large flagstones, some of these flagstones were incorporated into the wall 

of the building other stones were used to create a threshold in the doorway and appears to be 

part of the flagstone floor [612] found in the northern half of the longhouse. 
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Plate 41 Photograph of drain or gully northern end of longhouse, looking south, phase 6 

 

 

 

 

Plate 42 Overhead photograph of drain or gully northern end of longhouse, phase 6 
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Plate 43 Photograph of the drain or gully running along the southern end of the 

longhouse, east facing, phase 6 
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Plate 44 Photograph of the drain or gully under layers of demolition stones, phase 6 

 

 

 

Plate 45 Photograph of the drain or gully with large capping stones on the southern side 

of the longhouse looking east, photograph taken before the grass was removed, phase 6 
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6 Small Finds Assessment 

 

The range of artefacts recorded as ‘small finds’ suggest a variety of activities on or close to 

the Homefield site. They range in date from the late Neolithic/early Bronze Age through to 

the post-medieval period, but the majority of small finds recovered came from the medieval 

period. 

 

All finds have been cleaned (with the exception of the metalwork, daub and painted plaster) 

and have been subject to limited remedial conservation on site where necessary, and were 

packed, bagged or boxed according to material; all the small finds were labelled and allocated 

a unique reference number (S/f). 

 

Other bulk finds such as pottery, CBM, worked stone and animal bones were washed/dried 

and bagged together, and have been quantified by material type. A specialist subjected these 

bulk finds to a more in-depth analysis at a later date. 

 

Subsequent to quantification, all small find have been photographed in order to gain an 

overall idea of the range of types present, their condition and their potential date range. This 

photographic record can be located in the project archives. All recovered artefacts recovered 

and a copy of this report will be given to the farm as requested by the Hendy family. 

 

 

 

Plate 46,  Students being instructed  by Roger Vaughan how to process bulk finds. 
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6.1 List of small find, their identification numbers, a brief description, material, period 

and location phase numbers. 

 

Table 2, 

 

Small finds 

No’s 

Description Material Period Phase No’s 

1 Coin, folded in 

half. 

Silver, Penny 

Henry 111 

Medieval 

1247-1272 

5 

2 Coin Copper alloy Roman 6 

3 Cloth seal Lead Medieval 6 

4 Blade, knife Iron Medieval 6 

5 Spindle whorl Clay Roman Un-stratified 

6 Staples (5) Iron Medieval 6 

7 Coin Copper, Farthing 1673 5 

8 Hook or Clothes 

Fastener decorated 

leaves- flowers 

Copper alloy Medieval 6 

9 Loom Weight Lead Roman 1 

10 Button, decorated 

with cross design 

Pewter Medieval 6 

11 Chisel Iron Post Medieval 6 

12 Button Copper alloy Post Medieval 6 

13 Ring Brass Medieval 6 

14 Coin Copper alloy Roman 3 

15 Cloth seal fragment Lead Medieval 6 

16 Buckle plate Copper alloy Medieval 6 

17 Spindle whorl Stone Medieval 5 

18 Knife, fragment Flint Bronze Age 5 

19 Ring large Copper alloy Medieval 5 

20 Buckle Iron Medieval 5 

21 Scraper Flint Neolithic/Early 

Bronze Age 

3 

22 Horse shoe Iron Medieval 6 

23 Vessel fragment, 

decorations 

Glass Medieval 6 

24 Horse/ox shoe nails Iron Medieval 5 

25 Token Lead Medieval 6 

26 Barrel padlock Iron Medieval 6 

27 Hinge pivots Iron Medieval 6 

28 Loam weight Stone Medieval 5 

29 Thimble, damaged Copper alloy Medieval 5 

30 Key Iron Medieval 5 

31 Key Iron Medieval 5 

32 Punch Iron Medieval 6 

33 Spindle whorl Clay Roman 5 

34 Bolt T shaped Iron Medieval 6 
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Small finds 

No’s 

Description Material Period Phase No’s 

35 Token Copper alloy Medieval 4 

36 Jetton Copper alloy Medieval 6 

37 Hinges strap Iron Medieval 5 

38 Hooked clasp Copper alloy Medieval 5 

39 Key Iron Medieval 6 

40 Spur rowel Iron Medieval 5 

41 Harness fitting Copper alloy Post Med 5 

42 Hone  square end Stone (Schist) Medieval 5 

43 Hair pin Bone Roman 6 

44 Vessel or bottle Glass Post Medieval 6 

45 Key Iron Medieval 5 

46 Bone artefact Bone Medieval 5 

47 Nails, large head Iron Medieval 5 

48 Strap hinge Iron Medieval 6 

49 Brooch Copper alloy Roman 4 

50 Blade end Flint Bronze Age 4 

51 Hasp (12) Iron Medieval 6 

52 Hole punch Iron Post Medieval 6 

53 Gaming piece Bone Medieval 6 

54 Button Copper alloy Medieval 5 

55 Button Copper alloy Post Medieval 6 

56 Horse/Ox shoe Iron Medieval 5 

57 Loam weight Stone Roman 3 

58 Gaming piece Lead Roman 1 

59 Barrel padlock key Iron Medieval 6 

60 Spindle whorl Mud stone Medieval 6 

61 Key Iron Medieval 5 

62 Coin Copper alloy Roman 3 

63 Window-stained 

with lead attached. 

Glass Medieval 6 

64 Hinge decorated 

with incised lines 

Iron Medieval 6 

65 Lock keep Iron Medieval 6 

66 Toggle Bone Roman 4 

67 Hone Micaceou

s 

sandstone 

Roman 2 

68 Jetton Copper alloy Medieval 5 

69 Beads Bone Medieval 6 

70 Bead Glass Roman 3 

71 Hooked clasp Copper alloy Roman 2 

72 Pot mend Lead with pottery 

still attached. 

Roman 3 

73 Brooch pin Copper alloy Roman 3 

74 Barrel padlock Iron Medieval 6 

75 Window lead Lead Medieval 6 

76 Finger ring Copper alloy Roman 1 
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77 Glass bead Glass Roman 1 

78 Strap end buckle Copper alloy Medieval 5 

79 Hinge strap Iron Medieval 5 

80 Coin, cut Silver, Halfpenny Edward 111 3 

81 Glass bead Glass Roman 1 

82 Scraper Chert Bronze Age 2 

83 Bone toggle Bone Roman 3 

84 Glass bead Glass Medieval 5 

85 Horse /Ox shoe Iron Medieval 5 

86 Scraper Flint Bronze Age 5 

87 Vessel Glass Roman 1 

88 Chain link Copper alloy Medieval 6 

89 Gaming piece Bone Roman 1 

90 Decorated pin Bone Bronze Age 1 

91 Chain Iron Medieval 6 

92 Hooks Copper alloy Medieval 5 

93 Gaming piece Lead Roman 3 

94 Harness fitting Iron Roman 4 

95 Core Flint Bronze Age 1 

96 Lock keep Iron Medieval 5 

97 Hone Stone Roman 4 

98 Sling shot Clay Roman 2 

99 Quern. fragments Stone Roman 3 

100 Pin, fragile Copper alloy Roman 2 

101 Cattle goad Iron Roman 1 

102 Ring, finger/ purse Copper alloy Medieval 5 

103 Ring Iron Medieval 6 

104 Lock keep Copper alloy Medieval 5 

105 (3) Studs Copper alloy Medieval 6 

106 Quern, fragment Stone Medieval 5 

107 Hone Metamorphic rock Roman 1 

108 Buckle Copper alloy Medieval 5 

109 Key Iron Medieval 6 

110 Handle Bone Medieval 5 

111 Knife blade Iron Medieval 3 

112 Hone Pennant/sandstone Roman 3 

113 Quern Sandstone Roman 2 

114 Ring Copper alloy Medieval 6 

115 Pin Bone Medieval 5 

116 Facetted glass inlay Glass Post Medieval 6 

117 Glass Fragment of a 

beaker base, yellow 

colour, with Pontil 

mark on base. 

Medieval 2 

118 Iron Stylus very 

corroded 

Roman 1 

119 Lead Pot Mend Roman 3 
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6.2 Bone Object Report 

Table 3 

Small Find 

No. 

Bone Objects Description Date Phase 

Number 

S/f 43 Bone Hair pin, head missing. Roman 6 

S/f 46 Bone Polished animal long bone with 

incised marks with saw marks, 

perhaps used for manufacture of 

bone beads or toggles 

Medieval 6 

S/f 53 Bone Gaming piece fragment Medieval 6 

S/f 66 Bone Clothing toggle Medieval 4 

S/f 69 Bone Beads Medieval 4 

S/f 83 Bone Clothing toggle Medieval 3 

S/f  89 Bone Gaming piece Roman 1 

S/f 90 Bone Decorated pin Bronze Age 1 

S/f 110 Bone Knife handle Medieval 2 

S/f 115 Bone Hair pin, plain design Medieval 6 
 

 

 

6.3 Button Report 

Table 4 

Small Find 

No. 

Button Description Date Phase 

Numbe 

r 

S/f 10 Button Lead or Pewter with a cross design. Medieval 6 

S/f 12 Button Copper-alloy plain design Post 

Medieval 

6 

S/f 54 Button Copper alloy with a cross design Medieval 5 

S/f 55 Button Copper alloy button, silvered Post 

Medieval 

4 
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6.4 Ceramic Building Material 

 

During the course of the excavations a total of 248 fragments of ceramic building material 

(CBM) weighing 13.508kg were recovered from the excavations. See Table? 

The assemblage was quantified (number and weight) by fabric and form by using the author’s 

personal reference collection. 

The vast majority of the Ceramic Building Material assemblage recovered came from the 

medieval period, but the collection also contained items dating from the Roman period, 

which included fragments of brick, floor and roof tiles, box flue tiles, tesserae and a quantity 

of daub or burnt clay. 

 

Romano-British 

 

109 items of CBM weighting 5.844gms were recovered, it was noticeable that the majority of 

Romano-British CBM was recovered from a small number of contexts, in the south and east 

of the site, and mostly from primary fills of robbed out walls, ditches and under Romano- 

British or known early medieval floors layers. 

This possibly indicates that a substantially constructed Romano-British building, villa with a 

possible bath house once existed on or in the very near vicinity to the site. 

The Roman material identifiable types included fragments of box flue tiles, tegula and imbrex 

roof tile, brick, floor tiles, tesserae, some of which was cut from combed box flue tiles and a 

quantity of daub or burnt clay. 

 

 

Plate 47, Roman Box Flue Tile. Plate 48, Roman Tesserae 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Medieval 
 

128 pieces of CBM were present weighting 6.869gms. These date from the 13
th 

century 

onward and were used throughout the medieval and into the post medieval period. 

27 pieces of brick were recovered; their sizes indicate a date from the 14
th 

or 15
th 

century. 

This type of brick may also be a ‘wall tile’, which could have been used as infilling for a 

timber-framed building. 

Peg and plain roof tiles Roof tiles also floor tiles were the most frequent by fragment count 

and include pieces in a variety of colours from red to reddish-brown. Several fragments had 

thick white medium sandy lime mortar adhering to one side and to some broken edges, which 

suggests re-use in walls or foundations of another building. 
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Post-Medieval 

 

The small number of post-medieval CBM (11- weighting 795 gms appears to be exclusively 

of post-medieval date, and included fragments of unfrogged bricks and roof tiles. The roof 

tiles are all plain; some have surviving glaze and are predominantly of a dense orange-red 

sandy fabric with inclusions of randomly sorted pieces of limestone. The 11 items of post 

medieval ceramic building material all came from the overburden and possibly arrived at the 

site through modern farming methods. 

 

6.4 Master Ceramic Building Material 

Table 5 

Number Weight/gms Type Description Age 

16 2226 Box Flue Tile Fragments  Roman 

24 1093 Roof Tile Fragments  Roman 

11 1521 Floor Tile Fragments  Roman 

16 218 Brick Fragments  Roman 

12 197 Tesserae  Roman 

19 235 Plaster Painted Roman 

11 354 Daub or Burnt Clay  Roman 

38 3873 Floor Tile Fragments  Medieval 

23 495 Roof Tile Fragments  Medieval 

27 1797 Brick Fragments  Medieval 

40 704 Daub or Burnt Clay  Medieval 

5 257 Brick Fragments  Post Medieval 

6 538 Roof Tile  Post Medieval 

     

248 13.508 Total CBM Recovered   

 

 

 

 

6.5 Plaster 

 

A total of 19 fragments of wall plaster (235g) were recovered during excavations. The plaster 

was recorded by count and weight by phase, with a description of the colours and any 

decoration. This plaster came from Phase 1, 3 and 7 all from re-deposited layers resulting 

from medieval building disturbance. The painted wall plaster recovered was dominated by 

bands of green, red and cream colours, but fragment of plain coloured yellowish cream 

plaster was also noted. 
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6.6 Daub - Fired Clay –Clay Objects 

 

51 pieces of daub or fire clay (1.058g) were recovered mostly from phase 4 and 6. 

Wattle/twig/stick impressions were found on some of the daub or fired clay. This may 

represent structural material from a building with walls made of this material or the remains 

of an oven. 

 

S/f 5 Spindle whorl, reddish brown in colour, undecorated, poor condition, recovered from 

spoil heap. Roman or Early Medieval 

 

S/f 33 Spindle whorl, manufactured from a piece of locally sourced sandy ware pottery. 

Roman. 

 

S/f 98 Sling shot of fired brownish clay, Roman. 

 

Plate 49, Roman Spindle Whorl S/f 33. Plate 50, Roman Spindle Whorl S/f 5. 
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6.7 Coin, Token, Jetton & Seal Report 

Table 6 

Small Find 

No. 

Coin, Token, 

Jetton or Seal 

Description Date Phase 

Numbe

r S/f 1 Coin Silver, Long cross penny Henry 

111, Folded in half, good condition 

1247- 
1272 

5 

S/f 2 Coin Copper alloy, Roman coin of 

Quintillus, poor condition 

270 6 

S/f 3 Seal Lead cloth seal with unrecognisable 

stamp. 

C13th - 

14th 

6 

S/f 7 Coin Copper alloy, Farthing, Charles 11 

poor condition. 

1673 5 

S/f 14 Coin Copper alloy, Roman coin of 

Tetricus 1, Barbarous radiate. 

In very poor condition and broken 

in two. 

271-274 3 

S/f 15 Seal Lead Cloth seal fragment with 

unrecognisable animal stamp 

C13th 6 

S/f 25 Token Lead Token, with a cross and four 

raised dots around the edge. 

C14th 6 

S/f 35 Token Lead Token. Stamped with a 

Dolphin or fish and two dots 

C14th 4 

S/f 36 Jetton Copper alloy, stamped with crown 

with three pierced trefoils, with 

cross on reverse, corroded 

C14th 6 

S/f 62 Coin Copper alloy, Roman Coin of 

Valens very corroded and illegible. 

364-378 5 

S/f 68 Jetton French copper alloy Jetton, Obv 

Shield of France bearing three feur 

de lys, very corroded and damaged 

1380 2 

S/f 80 Coin Silver, Cut halfpenny, Edward 111 1369- 
1377 

3 
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6.8 Lithic Report 

 

 

The excavation in “Homefield” Upper Row farm produced a small amount of 

Lithic material, which was predominantly flint with only 1 chert object along with 

burnt flints. The collection is largely unpatinated, they all have retouched edges 

consistent with prehistoric tool types and they do not show any signs of medieval 

usage. 

The artefacts are largely produced from flints extracted from the chalk, the nearest 

source being the Salisbury Plain 12 kilometres to the east. S/f 82 a scraper was 

produced from greensand chert possible recovered from the River Frome. None of the 

flints was in pristine condition, all being chipped or abraded and are residual to the 

site. The collection is largely late Neolithic or early Bronze Age in date, and consists of 6 

pieces of worked flint, all been recorded as small finds. The small assemblage of flint 

recovered was not relevant to the wider research questions being pursued, a catalogue was 

created for the site archive but no further work is anticipated. 

A total of 44 burnt flints, mostly fragmentary were recovered from phase 7 (inside the 

long house), these pieces portray various degrees of thermal damage by fire, the recovery of 

this burnt flint is of interest, but not datable and was subsequently discarded. 

 
 

Table 7 
 

Small 

Find No. 

Flint or 

Chert? 

Description Date Phase 

Number 

S/f 18 Flint Knife fragment, possible 

broken during manufacturing. 

Bronze Age 5 

S/f 21 Flint End scraper made on a 

cortical round flint flake. 

Early Bronze 

Age 

3 

S/f 50 Flint Blade end, showing signs of 

retouching. 

Bronze Age 4 

S/f 82 Chert Scraper manufactured from 

chert, with cortex on the 

surface 

Bronze Age 2 

S/f 86 Flint Notched tool, with a resent 

modern break. 

Bronze Age 5 

S/f 95 Flint Core used for the production 

of blades, With remains of 

cortex on one facet. 

Bronze Age 1 
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6.9 Glass Report 

 

 

25 fragments of glass were recovered in the excavations, which included window, 

vessel, beads and facetted glass; all were identified and dated where possible. 

 

 

Table 8 

 
Small 

Find No. 

Glass Description Date Phase 

Number 

S/f 23 Glass Fragment of blue glass from 

flask or jug, no decorations, 

heavily pitted and weathered 

Medieval 6 

S/f 44 Glass Fragments (9) of bottle or 

dark brown vessel glass, thick 

and curved 

Post Medieval 6 

S/f 63 Glass Pieces (5) of stained window 

glass, some with lead still 

attached 

Medieval 6 

S/f 70 Glass Bead from necklace, blue 

glass 

Roman 3 

S/f 77 Glass Beads (2) from necklace, 

green glass 

Roman or Early 

Medieval 

1 

S/f 81 Glass Small blue bead, damaged Roman 1 

S/f 84 Glass Fragment of Blue glass bead Medieval 5 

S/f 87 Glass (3) Fragments of opaque red 

glass from unknown shaped 

vessel. 

Medieval 1 

S/f 116 Glass Facetted glass inlay or jewel Medieval or 

Post Medieval 

6 

S/f 117 Glass Fragment of a beaker base, 

yellow colour, with Pontil 

mark on base. Poor condition 

Medieval 2 
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6.10 Iron Objects 

 

A total of 457 iron objects (excluding slag and ironworking debris) were recovered 

from the excavations and from the spoil heaps through the use of a metal detector, of 

which 228 equalling 49.8% could be identified (See table 9) for the breakdown of 

iron objects. 

The assemblage is varied and the objects quite diverse in date and function, many of 

the iron pieces (229) were unrecognisable and have been discarded. 

Initial examination suggested that the assemblage originated chiefly as a result of the 

disposal of domestic and smithing workshop debris. 

The collection of nails includes a large head typical of medieval door and clench 

nails, other nails include narrow rectangular head form that did not appear until the 

later medieval period, and therefore cannot be closely dated. 

Other iron objects recovered suggests items of probable structural origin and also 

items associated with agriculture practices. 

 

Figure 11, Drawing of Medieval Keys 
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Table 9 

 

Small 

Find 

No. 

Iron Description Date Phase 

Number 

S/f 4 Iron Knife blade, corroded Medieval 6 

S/f 6 Iron Large  U shaped staples (5) Medieval 6 

S/f 11 Iron Small chisel Post Medieval 6 

S/f 20 Iron Horse harness buckle, 

corroded 

Medieval 6 

S/f 22 Iron Heavy horse or ox shoe Medieval 6 

S/f 24 Iron Horse or ox shoe nails (17) Medieval 6 

S/f 26 Iron Barrel padlock Medieval 6 

S/f 27 Iron Hinge pivots Medieval 5 

S/f 30 Iron Key (A) Medieval 5 

S/f 31 Iron Key Medieval 5 

S/f 32 Iron Punch Medieval 6 

S/f 34 Iron T shaped bolt Medieval 6 

S/f 37 Iron Hinge strap Medieval 5 

S/f 39 Iron Key (B) Medieval 6 

S/f 40 Iron Rowel spur Medieval 5 

S/f 45 Iron Key Medieval 5 

S/f 47 Iron Very large headed nails (4) Medieval 5 

S/f 48 Iron Hinges Medieval 6 

S/f 51 Iron Hasps (12) Medieval 6 

S/f 52 Iron Hole punch Medieval 6 

S/f 56 Iron Horse or ox shoe Medieval 5 

S/f 59 Iron Barrel padlock key Medieval 6 

S/f 61 Iron Key Medieval 5 

S/f 64 Iron Hinge decorated with 

incised lines and stars 

Medieval 6 

S/f 65 Iron Lock keep Medieval 6 

S/f 74 Iron Barrel lock Medieval 6 

S/f 79 Iron Hinge strap with five 

punched holes 

Medieval 5 

S/f 85 Iron Small Horse shoe Medieval 5 

S/f 91 Iron Length of harness chain Medieval 6 

S/f 94 Iron Harness buckle, corroded Medieval 4 

S/f 96 Iron Lock keep, with incised 

decorations 

Medieval 5 

S/f 101 Iron Cattle goad, very corroded Roman 1 

S/f 103 Iron Large ring Medieval 6 

S/f 109 Iron Key (C) Medieval 6 

S/f 111 Iron Knife blade Medieval 3 

S/f 118 Iron Stylus Roman 1 

(162) Iron Nails Roman/Medieval  

(25) Iron Bracket fragments Roman/Medieval  

(229) Iron Unidentifiable objects Roman/Medieval  

(6) Iron Agriculture objects Medieval  
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Plate 51, Medieval Knife Blade S/f 111 

 

 

 

 

Plate 52, Roman Stylus S/f 118. Plate 53, Medieval Barrel Lock S/f 74. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.11 Slag report 

 

A total of 87.2 Kg of industrial waste was recovered from the site, which included 

micro-slag extracted from the sieved residue from the soil samples. 

All soil samples were tested using a magnet, but only samples <10> and <11> 

produced evidence of metalworking. The samples identified a fragment of smithing 

hearth bottom in association with reasonably high quantities of flake hammerscale, 

slag and furnace lining, which suggests there is clear evidence of smelting and 

primary smithing taking place at the site. 
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6.12 Copper Alloy Work 

Table 10 

 
Small 

Find No. 

Copper alloy Description Date Phase 

Number 

S/f 8 Copper alloy 

or Brass 

Hook or clothes fastener 

decorated with leaves or 

flowers 

Medieval 6 

S/f 13 Brass Purse ring Medieval 6 

S/f 16 Copper alloy Buckle plate, damaged Medieval 6 

S/f 19 Copper alloy Large ring Medieval 5 

S/f 29 Copper alloy Small thimble Medieval 5 

S/f 38 Copper alloy Hooked clasp with compass 

inscribed, two attachment 

holes, hook broken off 

Medieval 5 

S/f 41 Brass Harness fitting Medieval 5 

S/f 49 Copper alloy Ring Brooch with pin, 

undecorated 

Medieval 4 

S/f 71 Copper alloy Hooked clasp, heart-shape, 

two attachment holes, 

undecorated 

Medieval 2 

S/f 73 Copper alloy Pin from an annular brooch, 

heavily corroded 

Medieval 3 

S/f 76 Copper alloy Finger ring, plain Medieval 1 

S/f 78 Copper alloy Strap end buckle Medieval 5 

S/f 88 Copper alloy Chain link Medieval 6 

S/f 92 Copper alloy Hook and Eye manufactured 

from twisted wire. 

Medieval 5 

S/f 100 Copper alloy Fine wire hair pin, fragile Roman 2 

S/f 102 Copper alloy Finger or purse ring Medieval 5 

S/f 104 Copper alloy Lock keep, with scroll 

decorations, very corroded 

Medieval 5 

S/f 105 Copper alloy (3) large headed studs Medieval 6 

S/f 108 Copper alloy Part of a buckle, decorated 

with oblique engraved lines. 

Medieval 5 

S/f 114 Copper alloy Finger ring, plain Medieval 6 
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6.13 Lead Working Report 

 
A total of 36 objects or fragments of lead were recovered of which the majority 31 

(86.1%) represents unidentifiable lead working waste, 

 

Table 11 

 

Small 

Find No. 

Lead Description Date Phase 

Number 

S/f 9 Lead Loom Weight Roman 1 

S/f 58 Lead Round Gaming piece Roman 1 

S/f 72 Lead Pot mend with BB pottery 

still attached 

Roman 3 

S/f 75 Lead Window came (also see S/f 

63) 

Medieval 6 

S/F 93 Lead Rectangular Gaming piece Roman 3 

S/f 119 Lead Pot mend Roman 3 

 

Plate 54, Roman Lead weight S/f 9. Plate 55, Roman Pot mends S/f 72 & S/F 119 
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6.14 Stone Report 

 
A large quantity of building material was also found, mostly small to large pieces of 

forest marble, but several pieces of greater oolite was also recovered from phase 1 and 

2 some of the stone showed signs of being dressed, occasionally lime mortar was 

found still attached to some blocks. 

Other worked or shaped stone are described in table ? which mostly consists of 

Spindle whorl, Loam weight, Hone or Wet stones, quern stones, Tesserae and pennant 

sandstone roof and floor tiles. 

 

 

Plate 56, Medieval Spindle Whorl S/f 60. 

 

 

 

 

Table 12 

 

Small 

Find No. 

Stone Description Date Phase 

Number 

S/f 17 Stone Fragment of Spindle whorl 

manufacture from a thin 

fragment of Pennant 

sandstone. 

Medieval 5 

S/f 28 Stone Loam weight made from 

forest marble, trapezoid 

shape, with suspension 

hole at one end. Size 

300mm x 200mm x 50mm 

Medieval 5 

S/f 42 Stone A Hone/ whetstone 

rectangular shape, with 

suspension hole. Fine- 

grained, micaceous rock. 

Medieval 5 
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Small 

Find No. 

Stone Description Date Phase 

Number 

S/f 57 Stone Fragment of Loam weight 

manufactured from Oolite 

with suspension hole. 

Medieval 3 

S/f 60 Stone Spindle whorl of squat 

conical shape, with a 

polished surface, 

manufactured from calcite 

mudstone, broken in half. 

Medieval 6 

S/f 67 Stone Part of a Hone/whetstone 

manufactured from a 

micaceous sandstone 

Medieval 2 

S/f 97 Stone Fragment of 

hone/whetstone, 

manufactured from old red 

stone from the Portishead 

beds 

Medieval 4 

S/f 99 Stone Fragment of rotary Quern, 

light – coloured sandstone 

Roman 3 

S/f 106 Stone Fragment of Quern, 

greyish-brown middle 

grained sandstone. 

Medieval 5 

S/f 107 Stone Fragment of a rectangular 

length, dark green/grey, 

fine-grained stone that has 

probably been used as a 

whetstone or hone. 

Roman 1 

S/f 112 Stone Possible Hone of 

micaceous schist, broken 

Roman 3 

S/f 113 Stone Fragment of saddle Quern, 

manufactured from a very 

coarse grained reddish 

grey sandstone 

Roman 2 

 

Bulk 

finds 

Stone Small to medium size 

pieces of tesserae were 

found made from white 

Lisa Limestone quarried in 

the Radstock area of 

Somerset. 

Roman Phase 

1,3,6 
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Small 

Find No. 

Stone Description Date Phase 

Number 

 

Bulk 

finds 

Stone 137 Fragments of Pennant 

Sandstone Tiles, coarse 

grained, grey in colour 

from quarries in the area 

of the former Mendip 

coalfield in Somerset were 

recovered. This might be 

associated with the 

Romano-British building 

which is thought to have 

stood on this site. 

Roman Phase 

1,2,4 

 

Plate 57, Medieval Hone/Whetstone S/f 42. Plate 58, Roman Rotary Quern S/f 99. 

 

 

 

 

Plate 59, Medieval Quern S/f 106 . Plate 60, Roman, Hone/Whetstone S/f 112. 
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7 Pottery Report 
 

Introduction 

 

The excavation produced a total of 5443 sherds weighing 53.058 kgs. 

The assemblage was quantified by weight and shard count and individual sherds were 

checked by the use of a hand lens (X10) to identify the principal fabric types; EVEs 

were not measured as part of this assessment. The results are shown in Table? 

The system used to classify the sherds was based on identifying known wares first; 

the material was then looked at in terms of its date, origin and any evidence of 

function. A reference collection was also employed to assist in this process. 

The pottery provides the primary dating evidence for the site; there was a substantial 

quantity recovered from the trenches. The recovered assemblage was in an excellent 

condition, the exception being the sherds from the post medieval period which 

displayed severe signs of abrasion, which possible suggests agricultural processes 

perhaps from scattering of manure. 

The material ranges in date from the late Iron age through to the early 19
th 

century, 

the predominate amounts are from the early to middle medieval period, which 

amounted to 4566 sherds of medieval pottery, which must have derive from 

buildings in the immediate area. 
Chronological breakdown of pottery assemblage includes numbers, weight and 

percentages. 

 

 

Table 13, Chronological breakdown of the pottery assemblage ( numbers and 

weight). 

 

Date Range Numbers Weights Percentages 

Iron Age 9 142 0.16 

Romano-British 628 4987 11.56 

Saxon 87 875 1.61 

Medieval 4566 46074 83.83 

Post-Medieval 153 980 2.84 

Totals 5443 53.058 100.00% 

 

 

7.1 Iron Age Pottery 

 

A small group of 9 sherds weighing 142gms has been tentatively identified as Iron 

Age. 

But all came from disturbed contexts and therefore caution is needed in dating this 

collection. The absence of any diagnostic sherds is also unhelpful in the dating 

process. 

These late Iron Age sherds included fabrics of dense sandy wares, black or very dark- 

brown in colour, finely micaceous with sparse grog dark-grey to black. This collection 

has an overall date span between the 1
st  

century BC and into the 1
st 

century AD. 
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7.2 Romano-British Pottery 
 

A total of 628 sherds of Romano-British pottery weighing 4.987kg were recovered 

during the archaeological evaluation at Homefield. Much of the Roman pottery found 

during this intervention is residual, mostly recovered from within later medieval 

deposits, but 71 sherds were recovered from what is believed to be Romano-British 

buildings. The generally condition of these sherds of pottery is excellent with little 

signs of abrasions and wear. 

This pottery was retrieved from a previously unknown Roman building or settlement 

in this part of Homefield, although there is a known Romano-British presence at 

Blacklands Field to the north and Lower row villa to the south-west. 

The sherds were examined using a hand held lens (x10 magnification) and were 

divided into known wares and the rest into fabric groups on the basis of inclusion 

types present. 

The fabric codes are descriptive and annotated. Vessel form and decoration were also 

noted. All sherds were counted and weighed to the nearest whole gram. 

The Romano-British pottery ranges in date from the first century AD to the late fourth 

century AD. 

The Roman pottery collection consists of Samian, Black Burnish (BB1), New Forest 

fine ware, Oxford wares, Severn Valley and Savernake pottery, Light-buff Sandy 

coarse and Grey wares and also a dark brownish grey gritty ware, a significant 

number of sherds came from local kilns. 

 

Table 14, Romano-British pottery 

 
Ware 

group 

Fabric Numbers Weight Part Decoration Date 

Range 

Black 

Burnis

h 

Hard/gritty 

material 

58 637 Body

, 

Rims 

Yes 3rd/ 4th 

century 

New 

Fores

t 

Fine ware 27 138 Body Yes 3rd / 4th 

century 

Samian Glossy 

red/orange 

slip 

21 380 Body

, 

Base 

Rims 

4 pieces 1st/ 2nd 

century 

Savernake Grog- 

tempered 

16 401 Body No 1
st
/2nd 

century 

Severn 

Valley 

Orange 

material 

69 802 Body

, 

Base, 

No 1
st
/2nd 

century 

Oxford 

Wares 

Coloured 

coated 

32 486 Body

, 

Base 

No 3rd / 4th 

century 

Grey 

Ware 

Sandy 

material 

185 664 Body, 

Base,Rim

s 

No 1st / 2nd 

century 

Sandy 

coarse 

Light-buff 

material 

49 718 Body

, 

Rims 

No 2nd / 4th 

century 

Dark 

Brow

n ware 

Gritty 

Material 

171 761 Body

, 

Base 

No 3rd / 4th 

C 

Total  628 4.987    
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Plate 61, Roman, Decorated Samian Pottery. 

 

 

 

Plate 62, Roman Samian Pottery. Plate 63, Roman Samian Pottery. 

 

 

 

Plate 64, Roman Grey ware Pottery. Plate 65, Roman Savernake Pottery. 
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7.3 Saxon 
The recovery of Saxon pottery was particularly gratifying and suggests occupation of 

the site in the Saxon/Norman period. Unfortunately, no remains of a Saxon building 

were found, but continuity of the use of the site from prehistoric times might be the 

reason why the Saxons and the later generations used the site. 

17 sherds weighing 221gms from a hand-made vessel with a flat base, body sloping 

inwards at the neck handle, with attachment and incised line decorations, taking the 

form of globular jars and bowls with plain everted rims and round bases. [Musty: 

135]. 

40 sherds, weighing 404 gms of a thick walled vessel, black coloured with gritty 

fabric, handmade, sherds came from jars or sprouted pitchers. 

30 piece weighing 250 gems of Grass-tempered pottery, handmade, dark brown to 
black in colour, possible from a storage vessels. These 87 sherds of Saxon pottery 

date from the 8
th 

to 10
th 

century and are similar to other examples recovered from 
sites in Somerset and Wiltshire. 

 

7.4 Medieval Pottery 

 
The largest amount of pottery recovered from Homefield can be closely dated to the 

medieval period, specifically in the high medieval period from the 12
th 

to the 14
th 

century. 

Until the 13
th 

century, there were three standard ceramic form; cooking pots, jugs and 

pitchers and bowls, pans and dishes ( McCarthy & Brooks 1988 : 102). 

 

Plate 66, Medieval Decorated Pottery. 
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Plate 67, Medieval Decorated Pottery. 

 

 

 

 

Plate 68, Medieval Pottery. Plate 69, Medieval Pottery. 

 

 

 

Plate 70, Medieval Decorated Pottery. Plate 71, Medieval Decorated Pottery. 
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Plate 72, Medieval Pottery. Plate 73, Medieval Pottery. 

 

 

 

Plate 74, Medieval Pottery. Plate 75, Medieval Pottery. 

 

 

 

Plate 76, Medieval Pottery. Plate 77, Medieval Pottery. 

 

 

 

Plate 78, Medieval Pottery. Plate 79, Medieval Pottery. 
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Table15,  Medieval pottery 

 

Ware 

group 

Fabric Numbers Weight Part Decoration Date 

Range 

Minety 

Wares 

Calcareous, 

tempered 

with Oolithic 

limestone 

1028 11952 Body, 

Rim 

and 

Base 

Incised 

Comb 

decoration 

and applied 

strips. 

12
th 

to 

14th 

century 

Fine Sandy 

Redware 

Patchy 

Green Glaze 

195 1892 Body, 

Rim 

and 

Base 

Applied 

cordon 

Decorations 

13
th 

to 

14th 

century 

Kenne

t 

Valley 

Ware 

Flint and 

Chalk 

tempere

d 

90 1212 Body, 

Rim 

and 

Base 

No 12
th 

to 

14th 

century 

Laverstoc

k Ware 

Green Glaze 355 3692 Body, 

Rim 

and 

Base 

Stamped 

applied 

blob. 

13th 

century 

Micaceou

s Ware 

coarse- 

grained 

metamorphic 

rock, 

including 

Quartz 

380 2189 Body, 

Rim 

and 

Base 

No 12
th 

to 

13th 

century 

Box Fabric 

B 

Oolitic Iron 

Ore 

inclusions 

27 460 Body, 

Rim 

and 

Base 

No 12
th 

to 

13th 

century 

Ham Green 

Ware 

Very hard 

sandy fabric 

297 3861 Rim 

Body 

and 

Handle 

Roller- 

stamping 
12

th 
to 

13th 

century 

Sandy 

Ware 

Green-brown 

exterior 

glaze 

325 2018 Body, 

Rim 

and 

Base 

No 12
th 

to13
th

 

century 

Coarse 

Ware 

Large 

inclusions of 

quartz grit. 

433 8547 Body, 

Rim 

and 

Base 

No 12
th 

to 

14th 

century 

Scratch- 

Marked 

Ware 

Rich Green 

Glaze 

119 446 Body 

and 

Rim 

Yes 11
th 

to 

13th 

century 
White 

Ware, 

Green Glaze 3 34 Body No 11
th 

to 

13th 

century 
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Ware 

group 

Fabric Numbers Weight Part Decoration Date 

Range 

Oxidised 

Sandy 

Ware 

Green Glaze 222 2442 Body, 

Rim 

and 

Base 

No 11
th 

to 

13th 

century 

Locally 

Produced 

Ware 

Unglazed, 

with coarse 

grit and 

small stones 

fabric. 

989 4892 Body, 

Rim 

and 

Base 

Combed 12
th 

to 

14th 

century 

Polychrom

e Ware 

 3 31 Spout Yes 13th 

century 

Bath A 

Ware 

Buff colour 

with a grey 

core 

52 735 Body, 

and 

Rim 

No 11
th 

to 

12th 

century 
Saintonge 

Wares. 

Green 

mottled 

glazes 

8 157 Body No 13
th 

to 

14th 

century 
Splash 

Glazed 

Ware 

Hard sandy 

fabric 

25 1325 Body 

and 

Base 

No 13th 

century 

Crockerton 

Ware 

Iron rich 

grains in the 

groundmass. 

9 189 Body 

and 

Handle 

No 12
th 

to 

13th 

century 

Total  4566 46.074    
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7.5 Post Medieval Pottery 
 

A small number of post-medieval pottery sherds were recovered from the topsoil. No 

evidence of post-medieval buildings was found, which possible suggests that these 

fragments of pottery arrived on the site by means of farming practices, which included 

ploughing and the spreading of material from middens etc. This theory is further 

supported by other artefacts recovered from the topsoil’s, i.e. Glass, Iron objects, 

brick and tile fragments which all can be closely dated to the 17
th  

to 19
th 

century. 

 

Table 16 , Post-Medieval pottery 

 

Ware group Fabric Numbers Weight Part Decoration Date 

Range 

Reduced Red 

wares 

Glazed 34 142 Body No 18
th 

to 

19th 

century 
Pearl-ware with 

slip decoration 

Glazed 4 84 Body Slip 

decoration

s 

18
th 

to 

19th 

century 
Staffordshire or 

Bristol Wares 

Slipware 27 131 Body 

and 

Rim 

Dark 

brown 

trails 

18
th 

to 

19th 

century 
SGraffitonWares Strengthene

d with 

coarse grit. 

7 165 Body Yes 18th 

century 

Yellow Wares Coarse 

fabric 

15 121 Body Yes 18
th 

to 

19th 

century 
English 

Stoneware

s 

Salt Glazed 37 160 Body 

and 

Base 

No 18th 

century 

Blue/Brown 

transfer ware 

Biscuit fire 

material 

27 154 Body 

and 

Rim 

Transfer 

printed 
18

th 
to 

19th 

century 
Saintonge Wares Polychrome 2 23 Spout Yes 18th 

century 

Total  153 980    
 

7.6 Conclusion 

 
The range of wares recovered is sufficient to demonstrate a date range from the 1

st 

century BC to the early 19
th 

century. The fact that there is pottery from a range of 

periods provides the opportunity to see the pattern of usage of the site. 
Some of the assemblage recovered came from disturbed contexts, suggesting that the 

late prehistoric up to and including the Romano-British period may be residual in later 

medieval contexts, but the consensus of optioning’s from the excavators on the site 

suggests that the Romano-British pottery came from the structures identifies as phases 

1 to 3 which all appear to be Roman and perhaps suggests that the material recovered 

is domestic in origin and probably came from the buildings mentioned. 
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8. Animal Bones Report 

 

8.1 Methodology 
All the bones were examined to identify species, type of bone present and any 

butchery that had occurred. The condition of the bone was recorded along with any 

other information such as the estimated age of animals at death. Evidence of butchery 

was recorded on some of the bones, but there were large numbers of very fragmented 

bones many being unidentifiable. There were many loose teeth which made it possible 

to make some estimates of minimum numbers and aging. Bone epiphysis fusion on 

the post cranial skeleton was also used where relevant data was available. There were 

727 identifiable bones of which 307 were loose teeth. The assemblage was collected 

by hand during the excavation, but it should be noted that no sieving of the deposits 

was undertaken and therefore the assemblage is biased against the recovery of very 

small bones (e.g. rodents, birds and fish). The majority of this material is medieval in 

date, but a proportion might well have come from the Roman period. 

 

8.2 Table 17, Animal and Bird Bones 
 

 
 No. of Bones Percentage 

Sheep/Goat 401 56.3% 

Pig 106 14.6% 

Cattle 113 15.5% 

Horse 11 1.5% 

Dog 15 2.1% 

Deer 14 1.9% 

Cat 8 1.1% 

Vole 2 0.3% 

Hedgehog 4 0.5% 

Bird 11 1.5% 

Other small mammals 34 4.7% 

   
 

 

8.3 Sheep/goat 
409 sheep/goat bones were identified, 56.3% of the total. From the teeth it was 

calculated that the minimum number of animals present was 35 

Silver (1969) has the dpm4 in wear until 21-24 months. The M3 emerges at 18-24 

months. Heavy wear on the dpm4 would equate to the eruption of the M3. There were 

3 M2 teeth only just erupting and this would also indicate an age of about 1 year at 

slaughter. 

There are two periods of killing. The first is of young sheep before or at their 

maximum size and probably for eating. The second cull is later when the animal is 

fully grown. They must have been kept for a secondary product which in this case is 

probably for wool. They seem to have a regular cull at a certain age as there are no 

animals with heavily worn M3 teeth. 

The post cranial bones were very fragmented but most bones were represented. Most 

of the few epiphyses present were fused but 2 distal metacarpals and one proximal 

tibia were unfused again indicating that some animals were killed at an early age. 
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8.4 Pig 
Only 106 (14.6%) of the bones identified were from pigs, a much smaller number 

than from sheep. From the teeth there had to be a minimum of five animals present. 

The canine showed 2 males and 1 female. There were also two dpm4 from immature 

animals and 1 M3 just coming into wear. This is the optimal time for killing for meat. 

There were fragments of most of the major bones but few with complete epiphyses. 

Only 2 were unfused a distal tibia and one phalanx too few to draw any conclusions. 

There were very few distal limb bones present which may indicate they were not 

killed on site. 

 

8.5 Cattle 
There were 113 (15.5%) cattle bones identified. From the teeth there must have been a 

minimum of four animals present, one a juvenile with only a dpm4 in moderate wear 

and two M3’s with very different stages of wear and a complete cranium in trench 

401. There were 5 unfused femur epiphyses and as these fuse at 3-4 years it is 

probable that there were at least 3 adult sized animals and one juvenile. All the long 

bones were represented in the assemblage together with horn cores and distal limb 

bones so it may be the animals were slaughtered on site. 

There was 1 complete metacarpal measuring 19.1 cm. but with only 1 specimen it is 

impossible to draw any conclusions on the size of the animals. 

 

8.6 Horse 
Although there were very few horse bones present there were 2 metacarpals of 

unequal size so there was a minimum of 2 animals. 

 

8.7 Deer 
Both fallow deer and red deer appear to have been hunted. Not many bones were 

recovered but there was an unfused distal metacarpal and proximal femur with adult 

bones. 

 

8.8 Dog 
Six dog phalanges and three metapodia with some long bone fragments came from 

phase 2. This was a mature individual but an unfused metapodium in phase 4 

suggests a juvenile burial somewhere. 

 

8.9 Other bones present 
Some long bones of two cats, a few bird bones together with bones from voles, 

hedgehogs and other small mammals were recovered. 

 

8.10 Human bones 

Three human bones were found during the excavations, all from phase 4. 
 

The bones consisted of a right clavicle, a rib and a hand phalanx. 

These bones were recorded according to standard techniques during the assessment 

phase. The most likely reason for the human bones found on the site, is that they may 

have been washed down from interments further up the slope. No further work was 

anticipated on these bones and therefore they were re-interred at the site in an area 

unlikely to be disturbed in the future. 
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8.11 Meat Content 
If one assumes that all the bones represented food waste then the amount of meat 

available can be calculated. Chaplin (1971) estimated the weight of meat per animal 

was 11kg for sheep, 23kg for pig and 136kg for cattle. If half this amount is available 

for juvenile animals then the relative amount of meat from all the animals is:- 
 

Sheep 363kg 36.7% 

Pig 80.5kg 8.1% 

Cattle 544kg 55.1% 
 

It seems therefore that sheep and cattle were the main sources of meat with deer 

adding to the diet 

 

8.12 Butchery 
With so many fragmented bones clear evidence of butchery was difficult to recognise. 

The most common was cutting above the distal epiphysis of the humerus. With the 

cattle long bones these were often broken into large fragments possibly for the 

removal of marrow.  There were also cut marks on the bones. 

 

8.13 Conclusion 
This examination of faunal remains from the Homefield excavations has identified the 

remains of species of meat-bearing domesticates as well as other wild species, which 

includes a small number of bird bones. Bone evidence would suggest that the basis of 

the economy was the production of wool and perhaps milk. The paucity of pig 

compared to sheep bones may indicate a less wooded environment and the import of 

joints. The cattle bones again were few in number and although none of the collection 

showed signs of age they may have been used for draught as well as meat. The diet 

also included deer which would have been hunted. 

 

 

8.14 Marine Shell Report 

 
109 fragments of marine molluscs were recovered, particularly abundant were 

fragments of Oysters (96) but other sea shells Mussels (9) and Cockles (4) was also 

noted, but due to the uncertainly of the mixed contexts, ascribed these shells to a 

specific period, Romano-British, Medieval period or post medieval period is 

problematic. 

 

Table 18,  Marine Shell 

 

Phase No’s 1 2 3 4 5 6 Total 

Oysters 31 14 23 6 15 7 96 

Mussels 3 1 1 1 0 3 9 

Cockles 2 0 1 0 1 0 4 

       109 
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9 Environmental Samples 
 

Where appropriate environmental samples were extracted for analysis of organic 

remains to assist with assessment of the nature of a deposit and/or feature. 

 

9.1 Introduction 
All samples were taken and treated in accordance with principles and practices 

outlined by English Heritage (2002) in Environmental Archaeology: A guide to the 

theory and practice of methods from sampling and recovery to post excavation. 

Samples were taken from lower buried horizons and subjected to environmental 

analysis. Specifically the samples were scanned for the recovery and assessment of 

charred plant remains, charcoal, shell, small animal and fish bones. 

 

9.2 Methodology 
A total of 11 samples were taken from 7 significant features/deposits across the site in 

order to analyse the potential for charred remains (Table?). These samples were 

processed by standard flotation methods, the float retained on a 0.5mm mesh. 

All the samples were then wet sieved to the following fractions 10mm, 5mm, 2mm 

and 0.5mm and dried. The coarse fractions (>10 mm and >5 mm) were sorted and 

discarded. 

The flots were scanned under an x10 –x40 stereo-binocular microscope and the 

presence of charred remains examined. 

 

Table 19 
 

 
Sample 

Numbers 

Phase 

Numbers 

Brief Description of Sample 

<1> 1 Compact + reddish brown + silty clay with crushed 

Forest marble stone fragments 

<2> 2 Firm + greyish brown + silty clay with copious amounts 

of burnt material 

<3> 3 Colluvium + mid greyish brown +  silty clay 

<4> 3 Heavy and compact + yellowish brown + clay silt 

<5> 4 Heavy and compact + reddish brown +  silty clay 

<6> 5 Firm + dark grey brown + silty clay with fragments of 

charcoal 

<7> 5 Friable + dark brown +  silty clay + colluvium 

<8> 6 Loose + greyish brown + sandy silt with a high density 

of  small fragmented pieces of stone 

<9> 6 Colluvium + yellowish to grey silty clay + 

<10> 6 Firm + blackish brown + silty clay with copious 

amounts of burnt material 

<11> 6 Friable + reddish grey + silty clay with charcoal and 
burnt stone 
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9.3 Charred Plant Remains 

 

Assessment of the material from the flotation process showed that none of the samples 

contained high amounts of charred plant remains, Four samples 2,6,10 and 11 

contained  small amounts of charred plant remains, the other 7 samples were notable 

by the absent of any charred remains. Preservation was variable but in the majority of 

the samples the grains had become severely distorted during charring and/or before 

deposition. 

Findings consisted of a mixed deposit of charred cereals and other charred plant 

macrofossils which were capable of yielding information about the crop processing 

activities on the site, small pieces of fragmented charcoal, cremated animal bone, 

burnt stone, weed seeds and mollusc shells. Also present were high quantities of 

hammerscale, slag and furnace lining all probably associated with smithing, please 

see further details under Slag report (6.11). 

 

The samples examined were from deposits from primary from the medieval period, 

but samples 10, 11 came from features thought to be Romano-British. 

All the samples taken from the deposits contained grains of free-threshing wheat 

(Triticum aestivum sl), barley (Hordeum sp) and wild or cultivated oats (Avena sp.).. 

Wild plants remains were also noted, particularly common were stinging nettle 

(Urtica dioica), wild vetch/wild pea (Vicia sativa), cleavers (Galium aparine), 

Hogweed (Heracleum sphondylium ), ribwort plantation (Plantago lanceolata) and 

several unidentified grass seeds. 

Also present were fragments of charred hazelnut (Corylus avellana) and charred 

stones fragments of plum or sloe (Prunus domestica or sinosa). 

 

 

9.4 Charcoal 

 

Wood charcoal fragments were noted in all samples. The majority of the charcoal 

could be seen to be ring-porous and probably therefore of oak (Quercus sp.) A small 

amount of hazel (Corylus avellana) and ash (Fraxinus sp.) charcoal were also present. 

Fragments of bark, unidentified stems, and an unidentified monocotyledon root 

material were however also noted in the sample. 

 

9.5 Terrestrial Molluscs 

 

During the processing of the bulk soil samples for the recovery of charred remains 

several snails were noted: - Discus rotundatus, Vallonia sp. Hydrobin sp and 

Cochlicopa sp. As the number of molluscs recovered was small, they do not have the 

potential to contribute to the understanding of the deposits at the site. 

 

9.7 Discussion 

 

Cereal grains dominate the plant remains in these samples; the grains may have been 

accidentally burnt while being dried prior to storage or during cooking over an open 

fire. 

The samples were of some bio-archaeological interest. The amount of charcoal and 

charred material recovered indicates that there is potential for the preservation of bio 

archaeological remains on this site 
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10  Discussion 

 

The programme of excavations was largely successful in identifying the date, 

character and extent of the underlying archaeology in Homefields. 

The evaluation confirmed that beneath the topsoil, significant and deep stratified 

archaeological deposits have survived on the site. 

Structural deposits were encountered which suggests agricultural and domestic 

building associated with a small farm. The earliest buildings recorded date back to the 

Romano-British time, but the majority of the structures found clearly can be placed in 

the early to high medieval period. 

But by the middle of the 14
th 

century, these buildings at Homefield were finally 

abandoned or went out of use. The only post medieval artefacts recovered came from 

the topsoil’s and probable arrived through the practice of spreading manures or 

midden materials over the sit, no evidence was found to suggest that the building 

uncovered had a domestic function beyond the mid-14
th 

century. 
There might be several reasons why this abandonment occurred, but some of the more 

realistic ideas are expanded on below: 

 

Weather patterns 

 

Western Europe experienced a general cooling of the climate between the years 1150 

to 1460 this would probably have brought dire and severe consequences to its peoples, 

and directly impacted or the agriculture, health and economics. During the coldest 

times of the Little Ice Age, the growing season was significantly shortened by up to 

two months. 

 

Impact on Agriculture 

 

There were many examples that impacted on agriculture by the dramatic cooling of 

the climate. Lamb (1966) points out that the growing season changed by 15 to 20 

percent between the warmest and the coldest times of the millennium. This was 

enough to affect many types of food production, especially crops used to the full 

season of warmth. Cereal production was dramatically effected, these very poor 

harvest results impact on the grain prices. 

There is also the strong probability that tree population in England might have been 

changed by the weather. Analysis of pollen suggests that after the year 1400, beech 

trees, the formerly dominant warmth loving species, were replaced by oak and then by 

pine, that suggests that tree population distribution takes hundreds of years to recover 

from major climate changes. There were major sheep and cattle murrains (disease) 

during the 14th century, which combined with the Little Ice Age resulted in 

widespread famine during the Great Famine of 1315-1317. 

 

Diseases 

 

The cooler climate during the LIA had a monstrous impact on the health of the nation, 

famine weakens whole communities and there was the constant fear, from outbreaks 

of diseases. Probable the disease most feared was leprosy, the consequences of 

leprosy were horrifying, nerve damage and other complications occurred as the 

disease progressed. The numbness and lack of feeling in the limbs often led to 

festering wounds on the hands and feet, and then to the characteristic deformities of 
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the face and limbs. In many communities this led to stigma towards those affected and 
their families, causing them to be shunned and even excluded from everyday life. In 

the early 14
th 

century there were outbreaks of smallpox, measles, typhoid fever, 
diphtheria and dysentery. 

 

In 1330s a new disease broke out in southern China, this disease was later to be called 

the Black Death, by the spring of 1348 soldiers returning from the war with France 

brought back terrible stories of people dying in great numbers and in excruciating 

agony. 

 

The first case in England was reported in the Dorset port of Melcombe Regis in 

September 1348, from this location it spread to the neighboring counties. The port of 

Bristol, England’s second largest town, was extremely badly affected, it has been 

estimated that around 40% of the population died from this disease, it then spread 

eastward to reach other parts of the country and by 1349 had reached Sussex and 

Kent. Historians have estimated that in a three year period (1348-1350) between 30% 

and 50% of the English population died of the Black Death. It is conceivable that the 

disease arrived in the Norton St. Philip area and spread to other villages in the area 

and might be reasonable for the demise of the families who lived in Homefield. 

 

Moved to Upper Row Farm 

 
There has also been the suggestion that the people moved from Homefield to Upper 
Row Farm which is location to the west. This farm house has undergone significant 

alterations over the centuries but most of the building date from the 17
th 

to 18
th 

century.A sample taken from one of the principal rafters at Upper Row Farm, 
Hemington  (ST 765 538) was subjected to dendrochronologically dating, which 

revealed a felling date in the spring of 1491. This dating was commissioned by BBC 

Scotland for a Time Flyers programme. (Miles and Worthington 2002, VA 33, list 

126). But it should be noted that this house has under gone significant alterations over 

the centuries.The first phase of this rubble-walled house had a typical three-room and 

cross-passage plan, but the inner room has been replaced by a cross wing, the roof has 

also been raised to give upstairs rooms. 
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12 Project Archives 

 
All recovered artefacts recovered and a copy of this report will be given to the farm as 

requested by the Hendy family. The full archive including documentary and evidence 

will be deposited at The Somerset County Heritage Museum, Taunton. 

A copy of the evaluation report will also be deposited with Somerset County 

Archaeological Services and will be placed on the BACAS web site. 
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Master Context Sheets - Phase 1 

 
Table 20 

 

Trench 

No’s 

Context 

No’s 

Context Type Depth Tools used 

Phase 1 (101) Topsoil, Dark brown silty loam, same 

as (201),  (301), (401), (501), (601) 

0.14m JCB, Spade & 

Trowel 

Phase 1 (102) Subsoil, Greyish brown alluvial 

deposit of clay, gravel and silt, same 

as  (202),  (302), (402), (502), (602) 

0.06m Spade & Trowel 

Phase 1 (103) Stone layer of demolished building 

material 

0.23m Mattock, Spade & 

Trowel 

Phase 1 [104] Cut of stone walls from phase 1 

building 11.75m x 8.25m 

  

Phase 1 (105) Fill of wall [104], roughly dressed 

block of local stone. 

0.47m Spade & Trowel 

Phase 1 (106) Rubble fill of wall [104] 0.32m Spade & Trowel 

Phase 1 (107) Natural underlying clay. Not known Not excavated 
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Master Context Sheets - Phase 2 

 
Table 21 

 

Trench 

No’s 

Context 

No’s 

Context Type Depth Tools used 

Phase 2 (201) Topsoil, Dark brown silty loam, same 

as (101),  (301), (401), (501), (601) 

0.11m JCB, Spade & 

Trowel 

Phase 2 (202) Subsoil, Greyish brown alluvial 

deposit of clay, gravel and silt, same 

as  (102),  (302), (402), (502), (602) 

0.10m Spade & Trowel 

Phase 2 [203[ Cut of wall from phase 2 building, 

14m x 8.30m 

  

Phase 2 (204) Fill of wall [104], roughly dressed 

block of local stone with a rubble 

core. 

0.89m Spade & Trowel 

Phase 2 (205) Natural underlying clay Not Know Not excavated 

Phase 2 (206) Compacted spread of lime mortar, 

plaster and yellowish brown clayey 

silt. 

0.08m Spade & Trowel 

Phase 2 [207] Clay floor   

Phase 2 (208) Clay floor with fragmented limestone 0.05m Trowel 

Phase 2 [209] Cut of Post hole 0.24m x 0.36m x 

0.42m deep. 

  

Phase 2 (210) Fill of post hole [209] 0.42m Trowel 

Phase 2 [211] Cut of Post hole 0.53m x 0.71m x 

0.39m deep 

  

Phase 2 (212) Fill of post hole [211] 0.24m Trowel 

Phase 3 (213) Fill of post hole [211] 0.29m Trowel 

Phase 2 (214) Fill of post hole [211] 0.05m Trowel 
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Master Context Sheets - Phase 3 

 
Table 22 

 

Trench 

No’s 

Context 

No’s 

Context Type Depth Tools used 

Phase 3 (301) Topsoil, Dark brown silty loam, same 

as (101),  (201), (401), (501), (601) 

0.14m JCB, Spade & 

Trowel 

Phase 3 (302) Subsoil, Greyish brown alluvial 

deposit of clay, gravel and silt, same 

as  (102),  (202), (402), (502), (602) 

0.08m Spade & Trowel 

Phase 3 (303) Rubble deposit made up from 

different locally quarried stone 

0.27m Mattock, Spade & 

Trowel 

Phase 3 (304) Deposit of yellowish brown silty clay 0.05m Spade & Trowel 

Phase 3 (305) Deposit of dark grey/black sandy 

silty clays 

0.03m Spade & Trowel 

Phase 3 (306) Natural underlying clay Not Know Not excavated 

Phase 3 [307] Cut of wall from phase 3 building, 

8.85m x 6.40m 

  

Phase 3 (308) Fill of wall [307], large roughly 

dressed block of local stone with no 

rubble core. 

0.97m Spade & Trowel 

Phase 3 [309] Cut of egg shaped base of oven or fire Not known  

Phase 3 (310) Stone fill of [309] Not known Not excavated 

Phase 3 [311] Cut of half ovoid stone feature on the 

north eastern side of the building, for 

feeding animals or holding water? 

  

Phase 3 (312) Stone fill of [311] 0.71m Spade & Trowel 

Phase 3 [313] Cut of pit or location of tank. 0.63m  

Phase 3 (314) Fill of pit, yellowish silty clay with 

medium to large amounts of charcoal. 

0.46m Spade & Trowel 
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Master Context Sheets - Phase 4 

 
Table 23 

 

Trench 

No’s 

Context 

No’s 

Context Type Depth Tools used 

Phase 4 (401) Topsoil, Dark brown silty loam, same 

as  (101), (201), (301), (501), (601) 

0.18m JCB, Spade & 

Trowel 

Phase 4 (402) Subsoil, Greyish brown alluvial 

deposit of clay, gravel and silt, same 

as  (102),  (202), (302), (502), (602) 

0.12m Spade & Trowel 

Phase 4 (403) Substantial rubble deposit made up 

by small to medium sized stones 

encompassed in (404) 

0.41m Mattock, Spade & 

Trowel 

Phase 4 (404) Deposit of mid-brown silty clay 0.41m Spade & Trowel 

Phase 4 (405) Deposit of a mixture of gravel/grit set 

in a yellowish brown clay 

0.13m Spade & Trowel 

Phase 4 [406] Cut of  wall of building  17m x 5.40m   

Phase 4 (407) Fill of wall [406] large undressed un- 

bonded limestone blocks 

0.69m Spade & Trowel 

Phase 4 (408) Natural underlying clay Not Know Not excavated 
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Master Context Sheets - Phase 5 

 
Table 24 

 

Trench 

No’s 

Context 

No’s 

Context Type Depth Tools used 

Phase 5 (501) Topsoil, Mid brown sandy silty loam. 0.15m JCB, Spade & 

Trowel 

Phase 5 (502) Subsoil, Greyish brown colluvium 

deposit of clay, gravel and silt. 

0.05m Spade & Trowel 

Phase 5 [503] Stone walls each side of the enclosure 

and the track ways 

Averages 

0.82m wide. 

 

Phase 5 (504) Stone fill of [503] 0.71m Spade & Trowel 

Phase 5 [505] Track way in between stone walls.. 2m wide  

Phase 5 (506) Substantial laid surface made up of 

small to medium cobbles sized stones 

encompassed in (507) 

0.18m Spade & Trowel 

Phase 5 (507) Deposit of a mixture of gravel/grit set 

in a yellowish brown clay 

0.18m Spade & Trowel 

Phase 5 [508] Circular stone base of a feature. 2.67m wide  

Phase 5 (509) Stone fill of [508] 0.31m Spade & Trowel 

Phase 5 (510) Fill between (509) a dark brown silty 

sand deposit. 

0.16m Trowel 

Phase 5 (511) Natural underlying clay Not Know Not excavated 

Phase 5 [512] Drainage gully exiting [508] 0.29m wide  

Phase 5 (513) Stone fill of drainage gully [512] 0.17m Trowel 

Phase 5 (514) Primary fill of drainage gully a 

mottled dark greyish black clay 

deposit 

0.10m Trowel 

Phase 5 (515) Top fill of drainage gully a mixture of 

gravel/grit set in a brownish silty clay 

0.07m Spade & Trowel 
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Master Context Sheets - Phase 6 

 
Table 25 

 

Trench 

No’s 

Context 

No’s 

Context Type Depth Tools used 

Phase 6 (601) Topsoil, Dark brown silty loam 0.18m JCB, Spade & 

Trowel 

Phase 6 (602) Subsoil, Greyish brown deposit of 

clay, gravel and silt 

0.07m Spade & Trowel 

Phase 6 (603) Substantial rubble deposit made up 

by small to medium sized stones 

0.22m Spade & Trowel 

Phase 6 (604) Friable, grey/black silty clay lenses, 

deposit with a considerable amount of 

ash and charcoal, northern half of 

building. 

0.05m Spade & Trowel 

Phase 6 [605] Long house, north to south 

alignment. 8.65 metres in length x 

4.00 metres in width. 

  

Phase 6 [606] Cut of stone walls in the southern half 

of the longhouse 

0.62 average 

width 

 

Phase 6 (607) Stone fill of walls [606] in the 

southern half of the longhouse 

 Spade & Trowel 

Phase 6 [608] Cut of stone walls in the northern 

half of the longhouse, but only on the 

east and west side. 

0.72 average 

width 

 

Phase 6 (609) Stone walls in the northern half of the 

longhouse, but only on the east and 

west side. 

 Spade & Trowel 

Phase 6 [610] Cut of stone wall in the northern half 

of the longhouse, but only on the 

north side 

0.47 average 

width 

 

Phase 6 (611) Stone wall in the northern half of the 

longhouse, but only on the north side 

 Spade & Trowel 

Phase 6 [612] Cut of floor in the northern side of 

the longhouse, covering the northern 

half of building 

  

Phase 6 (613) Fill of floor [612] flagstones floor in 

the northern side of the longhouse 

0.12m Spade & Trowel 

Phase 6 [614] Cut of floor under flagstones in the 

northern side of longhouse, covering 

the northern half of building 

  

Phase 6 (615) Fill of floor [614], light greyish brown 

silty clay, very compacted. 

0.08m Spade & Trowel 

Phase 6 [616] Cut of floor in the south side of 

longhouse, covering the northern half 

of building 
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Master Context Sheets - Phase 6 
 

Table 25 
 

 
Trench 

No’s 

Context 

No’s 

Context Type Depth Tools used 

Phase 6 (617) Fill of floor [616], a compacted dark 

greyish black silty clay 

0.09m Spade & Trowel 

Phase 6 [618] Cut of hearth in the middle of the 

northern side of the longhouse 

1.27 metres 

length x 0.62 

metres wide 

 

Phase 6 (619) Top fill of hearth only on the south 

side. Mottled yellowish brown silty 

clay. 

0.02m Trowel 

Phase 6 (620) Top fill of hearth only in the middle. 

Mottled reddish brown silty clay 

0.04m Trowel 

Phase 6 (621) Top fill of hearth only on the north 

side. Mottled reddish brown silty clay 

0.07m Trowel 

Phase 6 (622) Bottom fills of hearth only on the 

north side. . Mottled yellowish brown 

silty clay. 

0.02m Trowel 

Phase 6 (623) Bottom fills of hearth only on the 

south side. . Mottled yellowish brown 

silty clay. 

0.05m Trowel 

Phase 6 (624) Fill of floor [616], under (616) 

compacted dark brownish black silty 

clay 

0.52m Spade & Trowel 

Phase 6 (625) Pad stone inside the south wall of the 

longhouse. 

 Not excavated 

Phase 6 (626) Cut of laid flagstones floor in the 

southern side of the longhouse. 

 Spade & Trowel 

Phase 6 (627) Stone lined drain on east side of 

building. 

 Spade & Trowel 

Phase 6 (628) Stone lined drain on west side of 

building. 

 Spade & Trowel 

Phase 6 (629) Stone lined drain on south side of 

building. 

 Spade & Trowel 

Phase 6 (630) Natural underlying clay undisturbed  Not excavated 

 


